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Let M be an orientable 3-manifold and T a torus component of 8M. We show that the 
boundary-slopes of incompressible, boundary-incompressible planar surfaces (P, aP)c (M, T) 
are pairwise within distance 4; in particular, there are at most six such boundary-slopes. A corollary 
is that, for any knot K in S3, at most six Dehn surgeries on K can yield a reducible 3-manifold. 
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1. Introduction 
Let T be a torus. By the slope of an essential simple closed curve on T we mean 
its isotopy class. It is convenient o define the distance A (r,, rz) between two slopes 
r, and r2 to be Iy, - yzl, where y, and y2 are curves with slopes rl and r2 and * 
denotes homological intersection number. (Note that this is independent of all 
orientations. Note also that A is not a metric on the set of slopes; the triangle 
inequality does not hold.) 
Now let M be an orientable 3-manifold and T a torus component of aM. Let 
(P, dP) c (M, T) be an incompressible, boundary-incompressible planar surface. 
(Throughout this paper, surfaces will always be assumed to be compact, 3-manifolds 
not necessarily so.) Then the components of aP all have the same slope on T, and 
we call this the boundary-slope of P. (We are implicitly disallowing discs with 
boundary inessential on 1) Let BY(M, T) denote the set of boundary-slopes of 
such planar surfaces. Our main result is then the following. 
Theorem 1.1. Let M be an orientable 3-manifold and T a torus component of aM. 
Then A( r, s) s 4 for all r, s E 9?9’( M, T). In particular, ~9?5f’( M, T)I s 6. 
This may be compared with Hatcher’s result [3] that if M is compact, then the 
set of boundary-slopes of all incompressible, boundary-incompressible surfaces 
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(F, aF) c (M, T) is finite. (In [3], this is stated only for 111 irreducible and T = aM, 
but the more general statement easily follows.) 
This is a convenient place to remark that if F is an incompressible orientable 
connected surface in an orientable 3-manifold M such that aF lies in torus com- 
ponents of aM, then it is not hard to show (see [6, I, Lemma 1.101) that F is also 
boundary-incompressible unless it is an annulus, which is parallel into aM if M is 
irreducible (and with the obvious modification if M is reducible). Thus in the present 
context, the assumption of boundary-incompressibility serves only to exclude this 
trivial case. 
One motivation for considering such questions comes from Dehn surgery. Let K 
be a knot in an orientable 3-manifold N, U(K) a regular neighbourhood of K, 
T=aU(K),andM=N-int U(K).Ifrisaslopeon T,thenwedenoteby(K;r) 
the manifold obtained by Dehn surgery oftype r on K, that is, (K ; r) = Mu V where 
V is a solid torus and 8V is identified with T in such a way that the boundary of 
a meridian disc of V has slope r on T. If (K; r) is reducible, then it contains a 
2-sphere S which does not bound a 3-ball and which intersects V in n meridian 
discs with n minimal among all such 2-spheres. If M is irreducible, we must have 
n > 0, and it follows from standard arguments that P = S n M is an incompressible, 
boundary-incompressible planar surface in M, with boundary-slope r on T. Hence 
we have 
Corollary 1.2. Let K be a knot in an orientable 3-mumfold N with N - K irreducible. 
If (K ; r) and (K ; s) are reducible, then A( r, s) c 4. In particular, there are at most 
six distinct slopes r such that (K ; r) is reducible. 
Note that the corollary applies to knots in S3. 
Although the reducibility of (K; r) implies the existence of an incompressible, 
boundary-incompressible planar surface in the exterior of K, with boundary-slope 
r, the converse is not true: consider, for example the meridional annulus in the 
exterior of a composite knot in S3. Thus Theorem 1. I is stronger than Corollary 1.2. 
In the proof of Theorem 1.1, a special role is played by the pairs (M, T) which 
correspond to exteriors of cable knots; these are said to be cabled. (For precise 
definitions, see Section 3.) Theorem 1.1 is then a consequence of the following two 
propositions. 
Proposition 1.3. If there exist r, s E 8Y( M, T) such that A(r, s) 3 5, then (M, T) is 
cabled. 
Proposition 1.4. Zf (M, T) is cabled, then A(r, s) G 1 for all r, s E 9Y( M, T). 
Proposition 1.3 is proved in Section 5, as follows. The intersection of two incom- 
pressible, boundary-incompressible connected planar surfaces in (M, T) naturally 
gives rise to two graphs in the 2-sphere. If the boundary-slopes of the surfaces are 
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distance at least 5 apart, a combinatorial argument (given in Section 4) shows that 
(any) one of these graphs has a large number of parallel edges. Interpreting this 
geometrically leads to the conclusion that (M, T) is cabled. This argument is based 
on, and is very similar to, that of [4]. 
Proposition 1.4, which is proved in Section 7, is a consequence of Proposition 
1.3 together with explicit knowledge of all the incompressible, boundary-incompress- 
ible planar surfaces in the spaces canonically associated with the cabling construc- 
tion, (i.e. the exteriors of cables of the core of a solid torus). These surfaces are 
described in Section 3; see especially Lemma 3.1. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we show that any set 
of slopes which are pairwise within distance 4 has at most six members (Corollary 
2.2). This proves the second assertion in Theorem 1.1. Section 6 contains some 
extensions of Proposition 1.3. In Section 8 we give some examples and ask some 
questions concerning the gap between what we prove and what we can actually 
realize. The obvious examples of pairs (M, T) such that RfY( M, T) contains more 
than one slope are cabled, in which case one of the slopes is always realized by an 
annulus. However, in the appendix we describe the construction of a pair (M, T) 
which contains two incompressible, boundary-incompressible surfaces with distinct 
boundary-slopes, each of which is a sphere with four holes. 
2. Slopes 
We can introduce co-ordinates for the set of slopes on a torus T by choosing a 
basis, p, A of H,(T). If y is a simple closed curve on T then the two orientations 
of y represent the elements *(a~ + bh) of H,(T) for some pair of coprime integers 
a, b, and the map y-a/b sets up a 1-I correspondence between the set of slopes 
and Q u {co}. A different choice of basis changes co-ordinates by the action of an 
element of GL(2, Z): 
[: e](f) =c%. 
If T is the boundary of a solid torus U in a homology 3-sphere, then U determines 
(up to sign) a particular basis cc, A and hence a choice of co-ordinates; p is a 
meridian, and A a longitude, of CJ. 
In future when we write a slope co-ordinate as a/b it will be assumed that a and 
b are coprime and that b 2 0. 
Note that in co-ordinates, distance is given by 
A(a/b, c/d) = lad - bcl. 
Lemma 2.1. Let Y be a set of slopes on T such that A(r, s) 4 n for all r, s E 54 Then 
we can choose co-ordinates so that 9’~ {a/b: 0 =S a d b G n} u {l/O} = 9’“, say. 
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Proof. Since Y,_, c Y’,,, we may assume without loss of generality that there exist 
f, and r, in 9’ with A( r,, rz) = n. If n = 1 we may choose co-ordinates so that r, = l/O, 
r2 = O/ 1. The only other slopes within 1 of both of these are l/ 1 and -l/ 1. Since 
A( I/ 1, - I/ 1) = 2, at most one of these can be in 9’. If -I/ 1 E 9, change co-ordinates 
by 
1 1 
[ 1 0 1’ 
Now suppose n 22. We may choose co-ordinates so that r, = l/O and r2 = a/b 
with 0~ a < b. Since A( r,, r2) = n, we have b = n (and hence O< a, since n L 2). If 
r= c/d E 9’ we have n 3 A( l/O, c/d) = d and n 2 A(a/n, c/d) = lad - ncl. From this 
we obtain 
(provided that d # 0, i.e. r f; r,). Thus r E .Y,,, as required. E! 
Corollary 2.2. Let 9’ be a set of slopes on T such that A( r, s) s 4 for all r, s E 54 Then 
191 s 6. 
Proof. I941 = 8, and among the elements of Y4 we have A( l/3,3/4), A(2/3, l/4) and 
A( l/4,3/4) greater than 4. Thus (after choosing co-ordinates so that 9’~ 9’J, 9’ 
must omit at least two of l/3, 2/3, l/4, 3/4. Cl 
The corollary is best possible; in fact the slope co-ordinates l/O, O/l, l/l, l/2, 
l/3, 2/3 are pairwise within distance 3. 
3. Cable spaces 
To describe standard models for these spaces, we fix once and for all an unknotted 
solid torus V, in S3, a concentric solid torus V~C int V, and, for each coprime pair 
of integers (p, q) with q 5 2 a curve Kp,g on a Vh of slope p/q in the meridian- 
longitude co-ordinates determined by V& We also fix a regular neighbourhood 
U( &.,) of Kp.q in int V,. Let Cp,, = V, - int U( Z&), the standard ( p, q) -cable space. 
We refer to aU(&,) (resp. c~V,) as the inner (resp. outer) boundary of C&, and 
use the slope co-ordinates determined by U(&,) (resp. V,). 
It is not hard to see that C,,, is a Seifert fibre space with orbit surface an annulus 
and a single exceptional fibre of multiplicity q, and that Cp,, and C,,,,. are homeomor- 
phic if q = q’ and p = kp’ (mod q). (By [5], this condition is also necessary, although 
we shall make no use of this.) There is an orientation-preserving self-homeo- 
morphism of C,,, interchanging the boundary components, obtained by lifting a 
suitable homeomorphism of the orbit surface. 
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If F is a surface properly embedded in C,,, the inner and outer boundary 
components of F are the components lying on the inner and outer boundaries of 
CP.q, respectively. 
Lemma 3.1. Every incompressible, boundary-incompressible connected planar surface 
in cr., is of one of the following types: 
(1) an annulus with both boundary components inner, of slope pq ; 
(2) an annulus with both boundary components outer, of slope p/q; 
(3) an annulus with one inner boundary component, of slope pq, and one outer, of 
slope PI 4 ; 
(4) a surface with q inner boundary components, of slope (1 + kpq)/ k, and one outer, 
of slope (1 + kpq)/ kq2, for some integer k; 
(5) a surface with one inner boundary component, of slope 1q2/m, and q outer, of 
slope 11 m, for some integers 1 and m such that lq = 1 + mp. 
Remark. The annuli of types (1) and (2) are related by a homeomorphism of CPB, 
interchanging the boundary components. The surfaces of type (4) are all obtained 
from a punctured meridian disc of V, by cutting and twisting along an annulus of 
type (3) ; those of type (5) are obtained from these by a homeomorphism of C,,, 
interchanging the boundary components. In particular, there is a unique surface, 
up to isotopy, of each possible type and pair of boundary-slopes. 
Proof. Cp+, is a Seifert fibre space, so any incompressible, boundary-incompressible 
surface is isotopic to one which is either vertical (a union of fibres) or horizontal 
(transverse to the fibres); see [6, II, 10.31. The only vertical surfaces are clearly 
annuli, of types (l), (2) or (3). So let F be a connected horizontal surface, and let 
A be a vertical annulus of type (3). Cutting CP,, open along A yields a fibred solid 
torus, and F cut open is a (possibly disconnected) horizontal surface, and therefore 
a union of n meridian discs for some integer n. Now we obtain CPs, from the solid 
torus by identifying two annuli on its boundary. It is straightforward to show that 
this results in F having the following boundary components, for some integer m 
coprime to n: 
inner: gcd(q(n +mp), m), ofslope q(n +mp)lm; 
outer: gcd (n f mp, qm), of slope (n + mp)/ qm. 
Thus the total number of components of aF is 
gcd(q(n +mp), m) +gcd(n +mp, qm) = gcd(q, m) +gcd(q, n +mp) 
= d, + d2, say. 
However, F is composed of n O-handles and nq l-handles, so x(F) = n( 1 - q). Thus 
if F is planar we have 
n(q-l)=d,+d,-2 
c d, + q/d, - 2 (since m and n + mp are coprime) 
<q-l (since 1 d d, s q). 
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Therefore n = 1. Also, both inequalities must in fact be equalities, which implies 
that either d, = q or dz = q. In the first case we have m = kq, giving the surfaces of 
type (4); in the second we have 1 + mp = lq, giving those of type (5). 0 
Let M be an orientable 3-manifold and T a torus component of HIM. We say that 
(M, T) is (p, q)-cabled if M contains a submanifold C homeomorphic to C,,, such 
that CnaM= T 
If K is a knot in an orientable 3-manifold N, and f: V,,+ N is an embedding 
such that f( V,) is a regular neighbourhood of K, then f(K,.,) is a (p, q)-cable of 
K. (In general, different embeddings f will give different cable knots f( K,,,). 
However, unless (say) N is a homology sphere, there is no preferred isotopy class 
of embeddings.) It is immediate from the definitions that (M, T) is (p, q)-cabled if 
and only if M is the exterior of some (p, q)-cable knot (with T the boundary of a 
regular neighbourhood of the knot). 
We shall need the following lemma in the proof of Proposition 1.3. 
Lemma 3.2. Let M be the exterior of a knot of the form (N, K) # (RP3, RP’), and T 
the component of aM corresponding to the boundary of a regular neighbourhood of 
K # RP’. Then (M, T) is (1,2)-cabled. 
Proof. Let M,, be the exterior of K in N, and TO the component of aM,, corresponding 
to the boundary of a regular neighbourhood of K. Let V be the exterior of RP’ in 
RP3; then V is a solid torus, with a meridian of RP’ being a curve y on aV with 
slope l/2 with respect to a basis II, A on aV where p is a meridian of V Hence 
M = MO u V, where MOn V is an annulus A which is a neighbourhood of a meridian 
of K on TO and a neighbourhood of y on a V Let TO X Z be a collar of TO = TO X { 1) 
in M,,. Then C = TO XZU V is easily seen to be homeomorphic to CI,2, by a 
homeomorphism which sends A to an annulus of type (1) described in Lemma 
3.1. Cl 
4. Graphs in the 2-sphere 
Let r be a finite graph in the 2-sphere S’. It will be convenient to take the edges 
and faces of r to be the open edges and faces, i.e. components of r - {vertices} and 
S2 - r, respectively. Then an edge e belongs to a face f if e c f; it is a double edge 
off if e c int J and a single edge otherwise. A face is (s +2d)-sided if it has s single 
and d double edges. Two distinct edges are directly parallel if they belong to a 
2-sided face, and parallel if they are equivalent under the equivalence relation 
generated by direct parallelism. 
The following lemma is similar to [4, Lemma 11. 
Lemma 4.1. Let r be a finite graph in the 2-sphere with no l-sided faces. Suppose 
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that, for some integer n 2 2, every vertex of r has order greater than 5(n - 1). Then 
I’ has n mutually parallel edges. 
Proof. We may assume that F is connected (for instance, by adding extra edges). 
Consider first the case n = 2, and suppose contrary to assertion that F has no parallel 
edges. Then every face has at least 3 sides, so 2 E 2 3 F. (E and F here, and V below, 
have their usual meanings.) Since every vertex has order at least 6, we also have 
2 E 5 6 V Then by Euler’s formula 
2=V-E+FcO, 
a contradiction. 
Now consider the general case. By amalgamating all mutually parallel edges in 
the obvious way we obtain a graph F’ in S2 with no l-sided faces or parallel edges. 
By the case above, some vertex u has order in F’ at most 5. Since the order of u in 
F is greater than 5( n - 1), we conclude that I’ has at least n mutually parallel edges 
with u as a vertex. Cl 
5. Proof of Proposition 1.3 
Let M be an orientable 3-manifold, T a torus component of aM, and let (PI, 8P,), 
( P2, 8P2) c (M, T) be incompressible, boundary-incompressible planar surfaces with 
boundary slopes r, and r2. We may assume that PI and P2 are connected. By an 
isotopy of P,, say, we may also assume that P, and P2 meet in general position, 
and that each component of 8P, meets each component of aP2 in exactly A = A( r,, r2) 
points. Then P, n P2 = A 1 S, where A is a disjoint union of arcs properly embedded 
in PI, P2, and S is a disjoint union of simple closed surves. By a standard disc- 
swapping argument, using the incompressibility of Pp, we may assume that no 
component of S bounds a disc on P,. (Here, and throughout the proof, a = 1 or 2 
and /3 = 2 or 1 respectively.) 
Associated in a natural way with A c P, is a graph F, = S2; for example, F, is 
the image of A under the map which identifies each component of aP, to a point. 
(See Fig. 1). Since Pa is boundary-incompressible, we may assume (again by a 
standard disc-swapping argument) that F, has no l-sided faces. Let n, denote the 
number of boundary components of P,. Then F, has n, vertices, each of order Anp 
Note that if n, = 1 (i.e. P, is a disc), then (since F, has no l-sided faces) we must 
have A = 0. We shall therefore assume henceforth that n, and n, are greater than 1. 
Now suppose that A zz 5. Then each vertex of F, has order Anp 3 5ns > 5( np - I), 
so, by Lemma 4.1, F, has na mutually parallel edges. These correspond to 
arcs A,, . . . , A”#, say, in A, where Ai and Ai+, correspond to directly parallel edges. 
(See Fig. 2.) Note that the discs of P, between the Ai contain no component of S. 
Orient all the Ai in the same direction and write aAi = a+Ai u a_Ai, where A, is 
oriented from CJ-Ai to a,Ai. Then, for i = 1,. . . , np, a+Ai c a+P, and d_Ai c a-P,, 




for some components a, P, of aP,. (We allow the possibility that a+P, = a_ P,.) Since 
the nP points a+A,, . . . , a+AnD are in a+P, nap, and are consecutive on a+P,, there 
is one on each component of aP,; similarly for &A,, . . . , LA,,. Hence we may 
index the components a, Pp, . . . , a,P, of aP, SO that a_Ai c aiPp, 1 s is n,. Then 
a+Ai c a,,i,Pp for some permutation T of { 1,2, . . . , n,}. Note that T is of the form 
r(i)= Ei+s (mod Q), 
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for some s, where E = 1 or -1 according as the orientations of a,P, (induced by 
some arbitrary orientation of P,) disagree or agree on T. 
Claim. T has no fixed point. 
Proof. For each (unordered) pair i,j, 1 s i,j d na, let E(i,j) = 1 or -1 according as 
the orientations of aJ” and $I’, (induced by some arbitrary orientation of Pa) agree 
or disagree on T. Since the arc Ai must join points of intersection of aP, with aP, 
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of opposite sign, we have 
E( i, 7r( i)) = E for all i. 
If there exists i, such that r( i,J = iO, then E = E( &, i,) = 1, hence 5 = 0 and rr is the 
identity. Therefore every vertex of r, has a loop, implying that Z, has a l-sided 
face. This contradiction establishes the claim. 
There are now two cases. 
(1) E = -1. Then r* is the identity, and the elements of { 1,2,. . . , np} come in 
(unequal) pairs {i, r(i)}. These pairs correspond to pairs of arcs A,, A,(,, joining 
8iP’ and amci,f’p in Pe, and hence to circles Ci in Z’,. These circles are disjoint, so 
we may choose k so that C, bounds a disc in S’ whose interior contains no vertices 
of r,. Let E be the corresponding disc in Pp. 
It is now convenient to work in the manifold Me = A4 u V,, where V, is a solid 
torus and dV, is identified with T in such a way that the boundary of a meridian 
disc of V, has slope re. Let KP denote the core of V,. 
Since the arcs Ak, AatkJ correspond to parallel edges in Z,, there is a disc DC P, 
such that aD = Al, v a+u A,,,, u a_, where a, is an arc on d,P, (see Fig. 3). Now 
dD also bounds a Mobius band B in iVZP: B is the union of E, a meridian disc of 
V,, and a disc on dV, (see Fig. 4. Note that typically there will be additional 
components of aP, on the portion of V, illustrated, but as these do not affect the 
argument they are omitted from the figure for clarity). By choice of k, B meets D 
only in its boundary, and Kp in a single transverse point. Then Z3 u D is a projective 
plane embedded in Mp and meeting KP in a single transverse point, from which it 
follows that the knot (MB, I$) has the form (IV, K) # (RP’, RP’). Therefore (M, 7) 
is (1,2)-cabled, by Lemma 3.2. 
(2) E = 1. We have r(i)= i +s (mod np), with s + 0 (mod ne). Thus r has d = 
gcd( nP, s) orbits, each containing q = rip/d 2 2 points. For each orbit 6, the arcs Ai, 
ic 0, give rise to a circle C, in r,. These circles are disjoint, so we may choose an 
orbit 6 such that C, bounds a disc on S* whose interior contains no vertices of r,. 
Let E be the corresponding disc in Pp ; see Fig. 5. We have t9 = {i,, . . . , i,}, say, 
with i, < i, < - a-<&. Forj=l,..., q- 1, let D, be the d isc in P, between the 
(parallel) arcs A, and Ai,+, (see Fig. 6). 
Let N be a regular neighbourhood of E vu;_: Dj in M, and let V= NW 
V, c Mp = Mu V,. Choose q disjoint meridian discs of V, with boundaries a,Pe, 
i=l,2,..., q, and let Z? be the union of these with E. Then V cut open along 2 
consists of two slabs (homeomorphic to Z? x I) joined by q l-handles (parts of Ve), 
to which have been attached (q - 1) 2-handles (whose cores, shown shaded in Fig. 
7, are essentially D,, . . . , D,_,). Hence (V, Kp) cut open along E is homeomorphic 
to (D*, q points) x Z, and ( V, K,) is obtained by gluing the ends with a twist of 
2rp/q for some p coprime to q. Thus V is a solid torus and KP is a (p, q)-cable 
of the core of V. Therefore (M, T) is (p, q)-cabled. 
We remark that the integer p is determined by the condition a”(h) = $+I, from 
which it is not hard to show that p = (s/d)-’ (mod q). 
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Fig. 3. 
Our assumption that Aa 5 has led in each case to the conclusion that (M, T) is 
cabled, completing the proof. 0 
6. An extension 
In this section we briefly describe a variation of the above argument which, firstly, 
gives a slight sharpening of the result when one of the planar surfaces has a small 
number of boundary components, and, secondly, gives a version in which we need 
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only assume that one of the surfaces is planar. These are both contained in the 
following statement. 
Proposition 6.1. Let (F,, aF,), ( F2, a&) c (M, T) be incompressible, boundary-incom- 
pressible, connected orientable surfaces with boundary slopes r,, r,, and suppose that 
F2 is planar. Let F, have n, boundary components, and let i, be the closed surface 
obtained by capping these ofl with discs. Zf A( r,, rz) z max{[6( 1 -x( p,)/n,)], l}, then 
(M, T) is cabled. 
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Fig. 5. 
In particular, if F, is also planar (so x(p,) = 2), then the hypothesis A(r,, rJ z 5 
of Proposition 1.3 can be weakened for small values of n,, as follows: 
if n, = 1 or 2 (F, a disc or an annulus), then it suffices to assume that r, f r,; 
if n , = 3, that A( r,, rz) 3 2; 
if n , = 4 or 5, that A( r,, rJ L 3 ; 
if n ,=6, 7, 8, 9, 10 or 11, that A(r,, r,)a4. 
(Of course the conclusion that (M, T) is cabled will ultimately by contradictory, in 
view of Proposition 1.4, unless F, is an annulus.) 
Proposition 6.1 can also be used to obtain restrictions on the slopes in .RY( M, T) 
in the presence of any incompressible, boundary-incompressible, orientable surface 
F,. (For calculations, it may be convenient to note that 6( 1 -x( f,,)/n,) = 
-6~(F,)/n,.) For example, it can be shown that if M is the exterior of an alternating 
knot in S3, then (using meridian-longitude co-ordinates) a/b E 9Y( M, 8M) implies 
b C 2. This is done by considering the shaded surfaces coming from an alternating 
projection of the knot. However, since this result is presumably not the best possible, 
we omit the details. 
The proof of Proposition 6.1 depends on the following generalization of Lemma 
4.1. 
Lemma 6.2. Ler r be afinite graph in a closed surface S, with V vertices and no 1 -sided 









faces w~jc~ are (open) discs. Suppose that, for sme integer n 3 2, ever?: certex ofr 
has order greater than (max{[6( 1 -x(S)/ V)], I}>(n - 1). Then r has n mutually 
parallel edges. 
Proof, By amalgamating parallel edges, as in the proof of Lemma 4.1, it suffices to 
consider the case n = 2, So suppose, for a contradiction, that r has no I-sided disc 
faces or parallel edges, and that every vertex has order greater than max([6(1- 
x(S)/ V)], I} = k Since r has no parallel edges, any 2-sided disc face would 








necessarily have a double edge, and we would clearly then have S = S2, V = 2, E = 1, 
contradicting the hypothesis that the order of each vertex is greater than 1. It follows 
that each disc face of r has at least 3 sides, so that if D denotes the number of 
disc faces, then 30 c 2E. Let V denote the number of vertices of order i. Then 
‘=Ci>k Vi, and 2E =Cizk iv. Hence 
x(S)= V-E+xx(faces)s V-E+Ds z (I-i/6)Vi, 
i>k 
which implies that 
6x(S)s C (6-i)V,c(5-k)V, 
i>k 
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and therefore 
ks5--6,y(S)/V, 
a contradiction. 0 
Proof of Proposition 6.1. Suppose A = A(r,, rz) 2 max{[6( 1-,y(p,)/n,)], 1) = k. Let 
nz be the number of components of aF’,. Then, as in the proof of Proposition 1.3, 
we obtain a graph r, in E, with no l-sided disc faces (otherwise Fz would be 
boundary-compressible), and n, vertices, each of order An, 2 kn, > k( n2 - 1). Hence, 
by Lemma 6.2, f, has nz mutually parallel edges. Since F2 is planar, the argument 
used in the proof of Proposition 1.3 applies exactly as before, with F,, F2 playing 
the roles of P,, PO respectively, to show that (M, T) is cabled. C! 
7. Planar surfaces in cabled manifolds 
Proof of Proposition 1.4. Since (M, T) is (p, q)-cabled, M contains a submanifold 
C homeomorphic to Cp,4, with aC = TJ T’, say, where T and T’ correspond to the 
inner and outer boundary components of C,, respectively. Let M’= &I - C. 
Let (P, aP) c (M, T) be an incompressible, boundary-incompressible connected 
planar surface. We may assume that Pn T’ has the least number of components 
among all such P with the same boundary. It follows easily that P n C and P n M’ 
are then incompressible, and therefore also boundary-incompressible. (See the 
remark in Section 1; any annulus which cobounded an annulus in T’ would 
contradict the minimality of Pn T’.) In particular, each component of Pn C is of 
one of the types listed in Lemma 3.1. By comparing the possible (inner and outer) 
boundary slopes, it is easy to see that this gives exactly four possibilities for P n C: 
an annulus of type (1); 
a number of annuli of type (3), possibly together with some annuli of type (2); 
a number of parallel copies of a surface of type (4); 
a number of parallel copies of a surface of type (5). 
We shall refer to P as being of type (1), (3). (4) or (5) respectively. 
First we dispose of the case in which P is of type (5). Here, since each component 
of P n C has one inner boundary component and q 2 2 outer boundary components, 
some, and hence every, component of P n M’ must be a disc, and hence P is a disc. 
Therefore T is compressible in M, so that (M, T) = (IV # V, a V) where V is a solid 
torus. Thus in this case 9Y(M, T) contains a unique slope, that of the boundary 
of a meridian disc of V. 
We therefore assume from now on that T is incompressible in M. In that case, 
it is not hard to show that the annulus of type (1) is always incompressible and 
boundary-incompressible. Observe that its boundary slope coincides with that of 
any surface of type (3), and is at a distance of 1 from any surface of type (4). 
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Now suppose we have two surfaces (P,, aPI), ( Pz, 8P,) c (M, T) of type (4), with 
distinct boundary slopes r,, r,. For i = 1,2, let Pi = Pi n M’; then (Pi, aPi) is a 
connected, incompressible, boundary-incompressible planar surface in (M’, T’), 
with boundary slope r:, say. With respect to the standard cable space co-ordinates, 
ri = (1 + k,pq)/ ki, r{ = (1 + k,pq)/ kiq2, for some integers k, f k,. Then 
A(r,, r2) = lkr - k21, A(r{, r;) = q21k, - k,l. 
Hence, by Proposition 1.3, we have: 
if q a 3, (M’, T’) is cabled; 
if q = 2, either (M’, T’) is cabled or 1 k, - k2j = 1. 
Suppose that (M’, T’) is (p’, q’)-cabled. Since A( rl,, r;) 2 4, the previous dis- 
cussion, applied now to (M’, If’), shows that Pi and Pi must be of type (4). Hence 
there exist co-ordinates on T’ with respect o which r: = ( 1 + k: p’q’)/ ki, say, i = 1,2; 
changing co-ordinates by 
1 -P’4’ 
[ 1 0 1 
then gives r: = l/k:. Recalling the previous co-ordinates of rl, it follows that there 
exists 
[ 1 x ’ cGL(2,B) z w 
such that 
[: :I(?)=$, i=l,2. 
In particular, 
X+kiq(xp+yq)=*I, i= 1,~. 
Subtracting, we obtain 
(k, - Wqbp +yq) = 0 or l 2, 
according as the f l’s are the same or different. The first case gives xp +yq = 0 and 
(hence) x = f 1, contradicting the fact that gcd( p, q) = 1. The second case gives q = 2 
and jk, - k21 = A(r,, r2) = 1. 
Thus we have shown that A(r, s) C 1 for all r, s E 99’( M, T), completing the 
proof. Cl 
In the above proof, the existence of distinct slopes r,, r2 E 99’( M, T) coming from 
surfaces of type (4) implied the existence of ri, r;~ W’( M’, T’) with A(r{, ri) a4. 
We can now apply the proposition to conclude that (M’, T’) is not cabled, even in 
the case q = 2. 
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We may summarize the discussion as follows. If (M, T) is (p, q)-cabled, then: 
(a) T may be compressible, in which case ]!-??Y(M, T)j = 1; 
(b) otherwise, (M, T) contains an incompressible, boundary-incompressible 
annulus, with boundary slope I-,,, say; 
(c) if q 2 3 or (M’, T’) is cabled, there exists at most one other slope r, E 
B9( M, T), and A( r,, r,) = 1; 
(d) if q = 2, there exist at most two other slopes r,, rz E 9Y(M, T), and A( r,, r,) = 
A( r,, rt) = A( r,, rz) = 1; r, and r, exist if and only if there exist r{, r; E 9?9’( M’, T’) 
with A(r{, ri) =4. 
Regarding (d), we know of no example for which there do exist two slopes in 
addition to r,. Recall that they could only come from surfaces PI, Pz, say, of type 
(4). However, if P is a surface of type (4) in a (p, q)-cabled pair (M, T), then the 
number of boundary components of P is nq, where n is the number of boundary 
components of P’. Since, here, the boundary slopes of the surfaces PI, Pi would 
be distance 4 apart, the remark immediately after Proposition 6.1 implies that P’( 
and Pi would each have to have at least 12 boundary components, and hence P, 
and Pz each at least 24 boundary components. 
8. Examples and questions 
The first examples with I9?Y(M, T)] 2 2 which come to mind are when (M, T) is 
cabled. These also provide examples of knots K (but not in S3) such that (K ; r) 
is reducible for two distinct slopes r. (The effect of Dehn surgery on cable knots in 
S’ is discussed in detail in [2,§ 71. With a few obvious modifications, this applies 
to cable knots in any orientable 3-manifold.) 
For instance, let Ki be a non-trivial knot in an irreducible non-simply-connected 
homology sphere M, i = 1,2, and let K, = K, # K, in M, # M2. (We choose 
homology spheres only because the existence of canonical slope co-ordinates sim- 
plifies the discussion a little.) Let K be the (p, q)-cable of K,. Then (K; pq) = 
(K,; p/q) # L(q, p) (see [2, Corollary 7.3]), and (K; 00) = M, # Ml. Also, since 
K,= K, # K2, (K,; r) is a Haken manifold for all r f ~0 by [2, Lemma 7.11, (which 
is valid without change in the present context). This shows, firstly, that the above 
connected sum decomposition of (K ; pq) is non-trivial, and, secondly, when com- 
bined with [2, Corollary 7.31, that (K ; r) is Haken if r # pq or 00. In particular, the 
two reducible manifolds (K; pq) and (K; co) can be obtained by Dehn surgery on 
the obvious knot in the irreducible manifold (K; r) for any r # pq or CO. 
Recall that all cabled pairs (M, T) with T incompressible contain an incompress- 
ible boundary-incompressible annulus. Conversely, by the remarks immediately 
following Proposition 6.1, if (M, T) contains an incompressible boundary-incom- 
pressible annulus, then either its boundary slope is the unique member of 9”9’( M, T), 
or (M, T) is cabled. In particular, if (M, T) contains two incompressible boundary- 
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incompressible annuli with distinct boundary slopes, then (M, T) is (p, q)-cabled, 
say, and (recalling the terminology used in the proof of Proposition 1.4) one of the 
annuli is of type (4). Hence q = 2, and P’ is a disc with boundary slope (I +2k)/4k 
on T’, for some integer k, (using the standard co-ordinates for the outer boundary 
of the corresponding (1,2)-cable space). Attaching a solid torus with P’ as a meridian 
disc to CiV2 creates an additional singular fibre of multiplicity A( l/2, (1 +2k)/4k) = 2, 
so we obtain a Seifert fibre space 2 with orbit surface a disc and two exceptional 
fibres of multiplicity 2. (The second, horizontal, annulus is the 2-fold cover of the 
disc branched over the two exceptional points.) Hence the only pairs (M, 7) which 
contain incompressible boundary-incompressible annuli with distinct boundary 
slopes are those of the form (;I; # N, 32). 
In the appendix we describe an example with I?J’Y(M, T)\s~ where (M, T) is 
not cabled. (M, T) contains two incompressible boundary-incompressible connected 
planar surfaces with four boundary components, whose boundary slopes are distance 
1 apart. (We can arrange that T = 3M if desired.) This also yields an example of 
a non-cable knot K with irreducible complement such that (K ; r) is reducible for 
two distinct slopes r. 
Regarding knots in S3, it is easy to construct examples whose exteriors contain 
incompressible planar surfaces with boundary slope 03. These are precisely the knots 
K which can be expressed as the sum of two unspIittabIe tangles, i.e. (S3, K) = 
(B,, A,) u (&, A,), glued along their boundaries, where Ai consists of n 2 1 disjoint 
properly embedded arcs in Bi = B’, and is such that there is no properly embedded 
disc D c Bi separating Bi into B: and By with D n Ai = 0 and Ai n Bi # Q f Ai n By. 
The incompressible planar surface is 8Bi - int U(aAi), and has 2n boundary com- 
ponents. If n 3 2, it is automatically boundary-incompressible also; if n = 1, we have 
to add the condition that each arc Ai be knotted in Bi (so this is just the case of a 
composite knot). The only known examples of an incompressible boundary-incom- 
pressible planar surface P in the exterior of a knot K in S3 are those with boundary 
slope co (and therefore of the kind just described), and the annuli in (p, q)-cable 
knot exteriors, with boundary slope pq. (Also, if P is an annulus, then indeed K is 
either composite or cabled.) Cabling a knot which is the sum of two unsplittable 
tangles gives a knot whose exterior M has IEf’(M, c?M)I ~2; one surface is the 
annulus coming from the cabling, and the other is the union of several punctured 
meridian discs of the cabling solid torus V,, and the surface with boundary slope 
cc in the exterior of the knot being cabled. 
Specializing Corollary 1.2 to knots K in S3, we have in particular that the set 
{b: (K ; a/b) is reducible} is: 
for~a~=1,containedin{b,,b0+1,...,b,+4}forsomeb,; 
for ]u] = 2, contained in {b,, b,+2} for some (odd) b,; 
for \a\ = 3 or 4, contained in (b,, b. + 1) for some b,; and 
for Ial b 5, contains at most one element. 
This may be contrasted with the rather different result of Gonzalez-Acuiia and Short 
[I] that r,( K; a/b) cannot be a non-trivial free product if b 2 5. 
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We conclude with some natural questions. 
( 1) Does there exist a pair (M, T) with I&?‘( M, T)] > 2? 
(2) Does there exist a pair (M, T) such that $PL+‘(M, T) contains slopes r, s with 
A(r, s)> I? 
(3) If M is the exterior of a non-cable knot in S3, is 5V’(M, aM) either 0 or {co}? 
(4) Is there a version of Theorem 1.1 for planar surfaces with boundary com- 
ponents in more than one boundary component of M, analogous to Hatcher’s result 
[3]? (The proof of Theorem 1.1 does not immediately seem to generalize.) 
Appendix 
Here we describe the example mentioned in the last section, of a pair (M, T) 
which contains two incompressible boundary-incompressible connected planar sur- 
faces with distinct boundary slopes, neither of which is an annulus. 
Start with planar surfaces P, and Pz with four boundary components, and identify 
them along eight arcs (pairwise) according to the scheme illustrated in Fig. 8. Note 
that each component of aP, meets each component of aP, in one point. Attach a 
torus T to P, u Pz along 8P, u aP,, so that each component of dPi is a parallel copy 
of a curve yi, say, on T, where [y,], [yz] form a basis for H,(T) (see Fig. 9). Taking 
a suitable abstract regular neighbourhood of P, u P2u T, we obtain a compact 
orientable 3-manifold M with T as a boundary component and Pi n d&l = Pi A T = 
dPi, i = 1,2. We shall show that PI and P2 are incompressible in M (and hence, 
since they are not annuli, also boundary-incompressible). 
To do this, we calculate r,(M); here is a summary of the calculation. For i = 1,2, 
pi deformation retracts to Oi u Q, where Oi is the 1 -complex illustrated in Fig. 10 
and Di is a disc. These deformation retractions may be done compatibly with the 
identifications, so P, u P2=@, u02u D, u D2, where 0, meets Oz in eight points 
(see Fig. 11). Taking as base-“point” for 7r,(CB, u Oz) the maximal tree indicated 
by the heavy shading in Fig. 11, we see that ~~(0, uOz) is the free group on the 
fifteen generators YI, . . . , Y4, zl, . . . , z4, xl,. . . , x, illustrated in Fig. 11. We obtain 
a presentation for r,(M) by adjoining the two relations coming from the discs D,, 
Dz, and the sixteen relations coming from the discs (“rectangles”) into which T 
has been divided by aP, u aP,. The former are 
YlYzY3Y4= 1, z, z*z3z4 = 1, 
and the latter may be read off from Fig. 9. After some manipulation, this yields the 
presentation 
X,, x*, z,, zz: z;‘x;‘xzz, = XIX& z;‘x*x;‘z* = x*x,, x*z,z* 2 2 2s 11. 
With respect to these generators, y, = x1x2, y, = x;‘x,, Y3 = x;‘x;‘, (and y4 = x2x;‘). 
Since n,(P,) is free on y,, yz, y,, and since x1x2, x;‘x,, x;‘x;’ are clearly a basis 
for a free subgroup of the free group on xl, x2, the injectivity of rI(PI)+ m(M) 
will follow if we show that x,, x2 are a basis of a free subgroup of r,(M). 




To do this, we adjoin the additional relation zI = x;‘z2x2, and write z for z2. The 
resulting quotient G of T,(M) has presentation 
Ix,, Xl, z: z-‘x*x;‘z = x2x,, (z2x2)2= 11. 
Now let a =z2x2, b=az-‘, c =x,a. Rewriting the relations with respect to these 
new generators gives the presentation 
/a, b, c: b-‘cb = c-‘, u2 = 11, 
which shows that G is isomorphic to the free product B * Z2, where B is the Klein 
bottle group. Also, x, = ca, and x2= ababa, from which it is easy to see that any 
non-trivial reduced word in xl and x2 has positive length when expressed as a 
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Fig. 9. 
reduced word with respect to the free product decomposition B * Ez. Hence x,, x2 
are a basis of a free subgroup of G, and a fortiori of n,(M). This shows that PI is 
incompressible in M. 
To see that P2 is also incompressible, it suffices to observe that there is a 
homeomorphism of P, u Pzu T, and hence of M, which interchanges P, and Pz. 
Fig. IO. 
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p2 
Fig. 11. 
This may be defined first on the arcs of intersection of P, and Pz as follows: a-a, 
/3 H b, y- c, 6 H d, a H /3, b-a, c - 6, d - 7, (preserving orientations), and then 
extended over the discs of the remainder of the two surfaces and the torus. 
This example also gives rise to a non-cable knot K in an orientable 3-manifold 
N, with irreducible complement, such that (K ; r), the result of Dehn surgery on 
K, is reducible for two distinct slopes r. N is of course obtained by arbitrarily 
attaching a solid torus V to M along T, and K is the core of V If K were cabled, 
then (M, T) would be cabled. But since (M, T) contains incompressible boundary- 
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incompressible planar surfaces with four boundary components and distinct 
boundary slopes; this is impossible by the final paragraph of Section 7. 
The manifolds (K ; r,), (K ; rz) are those with ri the boundary slope of e, i = 1,2. 
To see that (K; ri) is reducible, first note that because of the existence of the 
homeomorphism of M which interchanges P, and Pz, it will be enough to consider 
(K; r,). Then r,((K; r,)) is obtained from n,(M) by killing (say) y, =x,x2. The 
resulting presentation simplifies to 
Ix,, Z,, 22: x:= 1, z:z:= II, 
which shows that r,(( K : r,)) is a non-trivial free product, and hence that (K ; r,) 
is a non-trivial connected sum. (Although (K ; r,) has non-empty boundary, the free 
product decomposition cannot correspond to a boundary connected sum along 
non-spherical boundary components, as one of the factors is Z2. Alternatively, one 
can show directly that d(K; r,) consists of four 2-spheres and one torus.) 
To show that we may take M itself to be irreducible, first observe that any fake 
3-balls can be replaced by real 3-balls; this does not affect n,(M). So suppose that 
this has been done, and that M = M, # Mz, with rr,( Mi) # 1, i = 1,2. Without loss 
of generality, T is contained in M,. Then r,((K; r,))=(~,(M,)/(x,~~)) * rr,(M,) 
(where ( * - - ) denotes normal closure). Now y, =x,x2 and y,(z~‘.~~‘x~‘x~x~) = 
z;‘x;‘z2xz form a basis for P,(T); see Fig. 9. In rr,((K; r,)), the second element 
maps to z;‘x~‘z~x,, which is clearly non-trivial. Hence GT,(M,)/(x,x~) is not trivial. 
Therefore rr,(M,) is (a conjugate of) either Ix,: x:= 11 or Iz,, z2: z:zi = II, since these 
are both indecomposable, (the latter because, for instance, it has a non-trivial centre). 
But the first possibility implies that XT = 1 in r,(M), and the second that xi = 1 in 
r,(M), both of which contradict the fact that x,, x2 generate a free rank 2 subgroup 
of T,(M). Thus M may be assumed to be irreducible. 
Finally, although M has some boundary components other than T, these can 
easily be eliminated. The general procedure is: first compress all unwanted boundary 
components maximally and remove the corresponding compression bodies, then to 
each resulting (incompressible) boundary component F attach an irreducible mani- 
fold with incompressible boundary homeomorphic to F (in particular, a 3-ball if F 
is a a-sphere). 
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